International UAW Big Profit From Union Concession

Not to sound paranoid or like I have a conspiracy theory but consider this. first they put plant against plant
(whipsawing). Then they tell us that two tier and buyouts will save jobs and communities. They remove
the only ammo the unions ever had to fight (the no strike clause). They then go on to tell us we must make
concessions or you are doomed with no consideration regardless of the reasoning.
The international is changing what made us a strong force by our solidarity, and those rights that where
integral to our Union don't seem smart anymore according to International. Everything the union ever won
was because of the power to strike.
The international is whispering to each site to look out for yourself, bid low so you can steal product from
another union shop. The International UAW is out of order. What is to stop them from changing things at
will if not checked?
They break our constitutional rights and back these humiliating contracts from these company's. They then
try to threaten the local leadership to sell his or her membership this (BULL$HIT) as if it's the best thing
going, and if your local don't play by their rules the international has steep consequences 's for your local.
What in the hell are we paying them for. If my attorney told me that if I didn't take this plea agreement he
would make sure that I went to jail. He would have one second to run before I broke the chair I was sitting
in over his head.
The International is shrinking our voice and speaking for us without listening to us. We are so busy
blaming and fighting among each other in our locals causing headaches all while management is enjoying
it all.
Why is International allowing these companies to make a profit from your sweat and blood. The
International should only allow profits to be made from car sales, not from forcing a union due paying
family into poverty. We have no one to blame but us because we keep letting them do this. Our voice has
power so maybe we should stop fighting each other and start demanding we aren't silenced.
The International have become satellites on us for the company, watching us, helping to fill their quotas
and tell them how to bust the union and make it appealing to the public. How far will things go before
anyone notices that they are using our anger to blind us for the "reasons" they claim to invade our locals.
So I said all this to bring one thing to the light. The reason our International UAW have become so
aggressive toward pay cuts, No strike, local COA, Two tier, sub pay limits, job bank, because all this gets
in the way of profit for the company and it's stock holders which happen to be the International UAW.
The International UAW is out of the people business obviously these days.
So when Mr, King and Jim visit local 23 it's only business. Not for the Union, but for the company.
AND GET RID OF THAT NO GOOD PRESIDENT

